The daVa of four networks that can be used in carrying out comparative studies with methods for transmission network expansion planning are gwen. These networks are of various types and different levels of complexity. The main mathematical formulations used in transmission expansion studies-transportation models, hybrid models, DC power flow models, and disjunctive models are also SummdnSed and compared. The main algorithm families are reviewed-both analytical, cOmbinatOnd1 and heuristic approaches. Optimal solutions are not yet known for some of the four networks when more accurate models (e.g. the DC model) are used to represent the power flow equations-the state of the art with regard to this is also summarised. This should sewe as a challenge to authors searching for new, more efficient methods.
Introduction
This paper presents the data of four different systems which can be used for testing altemative algorithms for transmission network expansion planning. The main motivation for giving these data in a systematical and organised way is to allow meaningful comparative studies-the one thing that is certainly lacking in this important research area. In most publications, practitioners have used the well known Garver's six-bus network to illustrate the proposed methods, along with some other networks, for which as a rule the relevant data is not entirely available. Comparative studies using known data are practically non-existent. To a lesser degree, the same is true for the different models used to represent the transmission networks. Comparative studies dealing with the altemative representations for different networks are badly needed to properly evaluate the performances of proposed algorithms. This paper Bves the data of four systems which differ very widely in computational complexity. It also sumarises in a systematic way the alternative models that are normally used for representing a transmissions network in transmission planning studies. A summary of the main methodologies available is also presented. where cij, yo. n , n$J, and .rj represent, respectively the cost of a circuit that can be added to right-of-way i-j, the susceptance of that circuit, the number of circuits added in right-of-way i-j, the number of circuits in the base case, the power flow, and the corresponding maximum power flow. v is the total investment, S is the branch-node incidence matrix,fis a vector with elementsf, (power flows), y is a vector with elements gk (generation in bus k ) whose maximum value is :q, ii, is the maximum number of circuits that can be added in right-of-way i-j, Q is the set of all right-of-ways, r is the set of indices for load buses and r is the vector of artificial generations with elements rk (they are used in certain formulations and to represent loss of load, and normally appear in the formulation multiplied by a cost n measured in $/MW). The constraint in eqn. 2 represents the conservation of power in each node if we think in terms of an equivalent DC network, this constraint models Kirchhoffs current law (KCL). The constraint in eqn. 3 is an expression of Ohm's law for the equivalent DC network. Notice that the existence of a potential function 0 associated with the network nodes is assumed. and so Kirchhoffs voltage law (KVL) is implicitly taken into account (the ConSeWatiOn Of energy in the equivalent DC network)-these are nonlinear constraints. The constraint in eqn. 4 represents power flow limits in transmission lines and transformers. The constraints in eqns. 5 and 6 refer to generation (and pseudogeneration) limits.
The transmission expansion problem as formulated above is an integer nonlinear problem (INLP). It is a difficult combinatorial problem which can lead to combinatorial explosion on the number of alternatives that have to he searched.
Transportation model
This model is obtained by relaxing the nonlinear constraint eqn. 3 of the DC model described above. In this case the network is represented by a transportation model, and the resulting expansion problem becomes an integer linear problem (ILP). This problem is normally easier to solve than the DC model although it maintains the combinatorial characteristic of the original problem. An optimal plan obtained with the transportation model is not necessarily feasible for the DC model, since part of the constraints have been ignored; depending on the case, additional circuits are needed in order to satisfy the constraint in eqn. 3_ which implies higher investment cost.
Hybrid model
The hybrid model combines characteristics of the DC model and the transportation model. There are various ways of formulating hybrid models, although the most common is that which preserves the linear features of the transportation model. In this model it is assumed that the constraint in eqn. 2, KCL, is satisfied for all nodes of the network, whereas the constraint in eqn. 3, which represents Ohm's law (and indirectly, KVL), is satisfied only by the existing circuits (and not necessarily by the added circuits).
The hybrid model is obtained by replacing the constraints in eqns. 2 and 3 of the DC model by the following constraints:
where So is the branch-node incidence matrix for the existing circuits (initial configuration), f is the vector of flows in the existing circuits (with elements@, and f' is the vector of flows in the added circuits (with elements A,)).
Disjunctive model
A linear disjunctive model has been used in [1] [2] [3] . It can he shown that under certain conditions the optimal solution for the disjunctive model is the same as the one for the DC model. This model can be formulated as follows. fl> $and 8 , unbounded where p is the number of circuits that can be added to a right-of-way (these are binary variables of the type $.), f ' is the vector of flows in the circuits of the initial configuration (with elements t), SI is the node-branch incidence matrix of the candidate circuits (which are considered as binary vanables),t is the vector of flows in the candidate circuits (with elements A;), n$. are the circuits of the initial configuration, and M is a number of appropriate size.
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Minimise
Subject to
The appeal of this model is that the resulting formulation can he approached by binary optimisation techniques. On the other hand, it has two main disadvantages: the increase in the number of problem variables due to the use of binary variables, and the need to determine the value of M . An additional feature of this method is that it can he extended to AC models: this, however, is not of great value in practice, since most of the long term studies are performed with DC models only.
Data sets
Is this Section the data sets for transmission expansion planning of four systems are presented. These systems show a wide range of complexities and are of great value for testing new algorithms. The reactance data are in p.u. considering a lOOMW base.
6-bus system
This system has six buses and 15 right-of-ways for the addition of new circuits. The demand is of 760MW and the relevant data are given in Tables 1 and 2 . This system was originally used in [4] , and since then has become the most popular test system in transmission expansion planning. The initial topology is shown in Fig. I .
46-bus system
This system is a medium sized system that represents the southem part of the Brazilian interconnected network. It has 46 buses and 79 right-of-ways for the addition of new circuits (all relevant dala can he found in [SI). The total demand for this system is 6800MW. There is no limit for circuit additions in each right-of-ways. 
78-bus system
This system corrcspouds to a reduced version of the Brazilian southeastern network; the reduced model has 78 buses. 142 right-of-ways for the addition of new circuits, and a total demand of 37999MW. All relevant data about this case can be found at http://w.dsee.fee.unicamp.br/ planning.pdf. There is no limit for circuit additions in each right-of-way. In order to carry out the expansion planning with generation redispatch the maximum generation levels should be specified. We suggest determining these values using the following relationship Qa = [l.ISgp], that is. the maximum generation level is the biggest integer value contained in the product of the current generation by 1.15 (15% increase).
87-bus system
This system is a reduced version of the Brazilian northnortheastern network: the reduced model has 87 buses, 183 right-of-ways for the addition of new circuits, and a total demand of20316MW for plan PI and 2974XMW for plan P2. All relevant data about this case can he found in Tables  3 and 4 . There is no limit for the number of circuit additions in each right-of-way. This system shows a high degree of complexity due to the large number of islanded buses in the initial network. In order to nm the cases considering generation redispatch, it is necessary to consider generation limits: it is suggested to consider the following: &[I . 3 g k ] , that is, the maximum generation level is equal to the largest integer contained in the product of the current generation by 1.3 (Le. a 30% margin).
Illustrative example
To illustrate the differences among the four inathematical modelling approaches discussed in this paper, as well as the quality of the optimal topologies for each of these models, a detailed example is presented herein based on Garver's 6-bus system [4] (the optimal solution for this network when the DC model is used can be found in Table 5 ). Only eight rights-of-way have been used for new circuit additions: six for circuit reinforcements (1.2, 1-4, 1-5, 2-3> 2-4, and 3-5) and two for new circuits (2-6 and 4-6, wtuch are the circuits connecting the initially isolated bus 6 to the existing part of the network) as shown in Fig. 1 
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For the disjunctive model, let us assume that the maximum number of circuit additions is of two circuits, except for right-of-way 2 4 , where the limit is four circuits. Under these assumptions, the disjunctive model can be formulated as follows. The transportation model has the five alternative optimal solutions shown in Table 5 . The first three solutions are also optimal solutions for the hybrid model. Only, the first solution in the Tabk is the optimal solution for the DC model..
Solution techniques
A variety of algorithms for solving the one-stage transinission expansion planning problem have been suggested in the literature. The proposed method can be classified in three large groups: (i) heuristic algorithms, (ii) classical mathematical optimisation algorithms, and (iii) algorithms based on metaheuristics. Heuristic algorithms are simple to implement and require relatively small computational effort: as a rule, they are able to find good quality solutions for small systems, although for larger networks the solutions can be very poor. Examples of heuristic algorithms can be found in [4, 6121.
There are very few proposals in the literature of classical optimization algorithms applied to transmission expansion planning. A popular choice in the area is the Benders decomposition approach. This technique has been used with different types of network model. Although this technique works for small and medium sized systems, the computational effort for larger systems can be prohibitive. Numerical stability problems, as well as local optimal solutions, have also been reported [3, 131. The branch-andbound algorithm has been used in connection with the transportation model [14]. The combined use of optimisation and heuristics has also been tried [15, 161.
More recently metaheuristic algorithms-simulated annealing, genetic algorithms, tabu search GRASP. etc.
-have been applied to the transmission expansion planning problem [13, [17] [18] [19] . These algorithms are usually robust and yield near-optimal solutions for large complex networks. As a rule, these methods require high computational effort. This limitation, however, is not necessarily critical in planning applications. New. more efficient algorithms are still needed to solve the problems classified as very complex (VC) in the next Section. Even more complex problems such as the dynamic (through time) expansion, integrated generation/transmission planning, and planning in competitive environments have received very little attention in the literature, perhaps due to the fact that the apparently easier part of the problem. the one-stage expansion, still remains unsolved for more complex networks.
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In this Section, the tests that can be performed with the four test systems presented are summarised. The optimal Proposed tests and known solutions Table6: Results for Gbus system solutions (if they are known) or the best solutions known for each system and each model (DC, hybrid, transportation etc.) are also indicated. Tables 6-9 give the costs (in lOOOUS$) of the best known solutions for the various combinations of models and test systems. The following notation has been used in these tables: NOR means without redispatch, WR means with redispatch, NRNN meass without redispatch and without initial network (green-field expansion). WRNN means with redispatch hut without initial network (green-field), VS means very simple, S means simple. N means normal. C means complex and VC means very complex. All solutions presented herein have been obtained with no loss pf load, i.e. )I,= Cxrs, = 0.
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Conclusions
The paper gives the data for the one-stage transmission expansioii planning of four systems with different levels of complexity. These systems are intended to he used in tests of algorithms designed to find optimal expansion plans. In addition, the most popular models used in transmission expansion studies are summarised and compared: the DC 
